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Arrival Of Mortal Remains From 
Ethiopia & Transfer To Ganjam 

On 4th August while on duty, 

due to sudden chest pain, he felt 

uneasy and was taken to a 

nearby hospital. Unfortunately, 

he breathed his last on 5th 

August due to a cardiac arrest. 

alaram Pradhan (38) a Bresident of Khallikote, 

G a n j a m ,  w a s  w o r k i n g  i n 

Ethiopia for the last one year. 

The company supported and 

m a d e  a l l  t h e  r e q u i r e d 

arrangements to transfer the 

mortal remains from Ethiopia to 

Bhubaneswar Airport via Delhi.

The family approached MLA 

Smt. Suryamani Baidya seeking 

logistical help to transfer the 

m o r t a l  r e m a i n s  f r o m 

Bhubaneswar airport to their 

native place at Ganjam. 

Upon getting the information 

from Smt. Baidya, required 

logistical arrangements were 

made and Odisha-Mo Parivar 

secretary Sri Durga Samantary 

& Joint Secretary Sri Rudra 

Samantary reached the airport 

to receive the mortal remains 

and shift it to their native place 

in Ganjam.

Mortal remains received at Airport
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Accident Victim Receives Support

This matter came to the notice of MLA Smt. Sabitri 

Agarwalla, who along with her representative, Sri 

Sanjay Agarwalla discussed with the block 

development officer and the family's name was 

added to the ration card. After that, Brijesh was 

i m m e d i a t e l y  s h i f t e d  t o  S U M  H o s p i t a l , 

Bhubaneswar where he availed the treatment 

under the BSKY scheme. Our helpdesk associate 

Rashmi Pradhan maintained a follow-up with the 

patient from the beginning till he recovered and got 

discharged.

rijesh Nayak, a 22-year-old resident of BKendrapada had met with an accident and was 

admitted to a nearby hospital for emergency 

treatment. His health was deteriorating and he was 

advised to be shifted to a private hospital for further 

treatment. Unfortunately, the family was neither  

enrolled under the BSKY scheme to avail the benefit 

nor financially stable to bear the expenses.

Kin Receives Help Through 
Our Helpdesk Associate

Our helpdesk associate Santosh Das, stationed at 

the hospital, helped the patient as well as the family 

with the required assistance during the course of 

the treatment. Unfortunately, the patient couldn't 

survive and the bereaved family who was under 

financial burden, approached Minister Sudam 

Marndi, seeking help for transferring the mortal 

remains. 

anki Hembram, a 52-year-old resident of MMayurbhanj suffering from Dengue was 

admitted to SCB, Cuttack.

Upon getting the information from Sri Marndi, our 

helpdesk associate immediately helped the family 

with the hospital formalities and made logistical 

arrangements to transfer the mortal remains from 

the hospital to their native place in Mayurbhanj.

Sri Sanjay Agarwalla attending the patient

Mortal Remains Of A Cancer Patient 
Transferred To Their Native Place

Logistical arrangement made to transfer mortal remains

The family expressed their gratitude to MLA Smt. 

Sabitri Agarwalla and Odisha-Mo Parivar for 

supporting them in their time of need.

araswati Naik, a 25-year-old resident of SKalahandi, was referred to Mahatma Gandhi 

Cancer Hospital, Visakhapatnam for treatment.

Prakash helped in making logistical arrangements 

to transfer the mortal remains from the hospital to 

their native place in Kalahandi.

Our helpdesk associate Prakash Behera had helped 

the patient and the family with required assistance 

throughout the treatment. Unfortunately, the 

patient couldn't survive. Losing their daughter at 

such a young age was disheartening. The helpless 

family approached Odisha-Mo Parivar seeking help 

to transfer the mortal remains. 

Logistical arrangements made to transfer mortal remains
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Mortal Remains Transferred 
From Koraput To Nabarangpur

Our helpdesk associate Baikuntha Mandal, had 

attended the patient and helped with the required 

assistance during the course of the treatment. 

Unfortunately, the patient breathed her last while 

undergoing treatment. The bereaved family 

approached MLA Sri Manohar Randhari to help 

them in this situation. Sri Randhari intimated our 

helpdesk associate Baikuntha and asked him to 

look into the case. Immediately, our associate 

reached the family and helped in the required 

formalities and procedures at the hospital and 

made arrangements to transfer the mortal remains 

from the hospital to their native place in 

Nabarangpur.

aini Gouda, a 50-year-old resident of RNabarangpur suffering from chronic liver 

disease was admitted to SLNMCH, Koraput.

Upon getting the information, MLA Sri Bikram 

Panda advised our helpdesk associate Girija 

Satpathy to assist the family. Girija stood by the 

family and helped them with the hospital 

procedures and with the support of Sri Panda, 

rasant Patra, a 45-year-old resident of PDaringbadi, Kandhamal suffering from 

chronic kidney disease, was admitted to MKCG, 

Berhampur.

During the course of the treatment, Prasant 

unfortunately lost his life. He was the sole bread 

winner of the family and upon getting the news of 

his demise, the family was completely shattered. 

Being under financial  burden, the family 

approached Odisha-Mo Parivar seeking help to 

transfer the mortal remains. 

Prasant's Mortal Remains Transferred 
From Hospital To His Residence

Logistical arrangements made to transfer mortal remains
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logistical arrangements were made to transfer the 

mortal remains from the hospital to their native place 

in Kandhamal.

Logistical arrangements made to transfer mortal remains
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Snake Bite Victim Recovers 
And Gets Support 

irakar Suna, a 30-year-old resident from NBargarh was bitten by a snake and was shifted 

to VIMSAR, Burla for treatment.

Our helpdesk associate Dhirendra Suna attended 

the patient and helped in the required medical 

assistance. He maintained a follow-up with the 

patient as well as his family and helped in the 

required tests and getting medicines from the 

counter. Fortunately, after getting treated for 2 

days, the patient recovered and was fit to be 

discharged from the hospital. The family requested 

Dhirendra to help them and immediately he made 

the required logistical arrangement for them to 

return to their native place in Bargarh.

The family thanked Dhirendra for the selfless 

service and standing by them during their time of 

need.

Kin Receives Mortal Remains

The bereaved family at the native place, was under 

financial burden and approached Sri Puspendra 

Singh Deo seeking logistical help to transfer the 

mortal remains. Sri Deo discussed the matter with 

Sri Ranjan Biswal, our Jeevan Bindu coordinator 

(Cuttack city), who immediately reached the 

hospital and made required arrangements to 

transfer the mortal remains from the hospital to 

their native place in Kalahandi.

antilata Naik (35) a resident of Kalahandi was Sworking as a daily wage labourer in Cuttack. 

She had gone to the river to fetch water but 

somehow slipped and drowned. After rescue she 

was shifted to SCB, Cuttack. Unfortunately, she 

breathed her last on 19th of August while 

undergoing treatment. There was no family 

member in Cuttack except a distant relative of 

Santilata, at the hospital. 

Logistical arrangement made to transfer mortal remains
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Logistical arrangement made to shift the patient



Major Interventions By Helpdesk Associates

Provided Rare Blood

anga Digal, a 31-year-old resident of Berhampur Ghad met with an accident and was admitted to 

MKCG, Berhampur.

Our helpdesk associate Girija, attended the patient and 

helped with the required assistance during the 

emergency treatment. He also arranged rare AB-ve 

blood for the patient. He maintained a follow-up and 

ensured safe return of the patient after recovery.

Patient’s brother receiving blood from Girija

During the surgery, there was an urgent need for rare 

AB+ve blood which the family was unable to arrange. 

Our helpdesk associate Alok Sahoo, stationed at the 

hospital, attended the patient and helped with required 

assistance during the course of the treatment and 

arranged blood for the patient. 

atnakar Jena, a 51-year-old resident of Banki was Radmitted to Capital Hospital for surgery of his 

knee.

Patient’s son receiving blood at the hospital

Patient’s son receiving blood at the hospital

amodar Behera, a 58-year-old resident of DKendrapada suffering from cardiac issue, was 

admitted to SCB, Cuttack.

The patient was suggested for a heart surgery. Our 

helpdesk associate, Sandeep Rath attended the patient 

and helped during the entire course of the treatment. 

Sandeep also arranged rare A-ve blood which was 

required during the surgery.
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Major Interventions By Helpdesk Associates

BSKY

The patient was attended by our helpdesk associate 

Prakash Behera, who navigated the patient and 

assisted during the required tests. He helped the 

patient with required medical assistance throughout 

the course of the treatment under the BSKY scheme.

alaram Harijan, a 40-year-old resident of BNabarangpur suffering from cardiac issue, was 

referred to Indus Hospital, Visakhapatnam.

Helpdesk associate Prakash attending the patient

rishma Mondal,  a 10-year-old girl  from BMalkangiri, suffering from severe abdominal 

pain, was referred to Indus hospital for treatment.

Upon diagnosis, she was detected with appendicitis 

and was suggested for immediate surgery. Our 

helpdesk associate Prakash Behera attended the 

patient and helped with the required assistance during 

the entire course of treatment which was done under 

the BSKY scheme.

Helpdesk associate Prakash attending the patient

Helpdesk associate Himansu attending the patient

axmipriya Majhi, a 30-year-old resident from LChikili, Kalahandi suffering from cardiac issue 

visited DHH Bhawanipatna for doctor's consultation.

She was attended by our helpdesk associate Himansu 

Naik, who helped her in required medical assistance. 

She was referred to a private hospital for further 

t r e a t m e n t .  H i m a n s u  h e l p e d  w i t h  r e q u i r e d 

documentation procedures for her treatment under the 

BSKY scheme. 
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Major Interventions By Helpdesk Associates

Logistical Arrangements
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ishnu Behera, a 42-year-old resident of Ganjam, Bsuffering from multiple health issues, was 

admitted to MKCG, Berhampur for treatment.

Unfortunately, he breathed his last during the course of 

the treatment. Girija Satpathy, our helpdesk associate 

stationed at the hospital had helped the patient and the 

family with the required assistance during the course of 

the treatment. Later, on the request of the family,  

Girija assisted them in making logistical arrangements 

to transfer the mortal remains from the hospital to 

their residence.

Logistical arrangement made to transfer mortal remains

Logistical arrangement made to transfer mortal remains

ambarudhar Bagarti, a 40-year-old resident of DKalahandi got bitten by a snake and was admitted 

to DHH Bhawanipatna.

Despite the best efforts, the patient couldn't survive. 

The family was helpless and approached our helpdesk 

associate  Himansu seeking help in  making 

arrangements to transfer the mortal remains. 

Himansu helped the family with required formalities of 

the hospital and coordinated in transferring the mortal 

remains from the hospital to their residence.

ravakar Kamila, a 72-year-old from Udala, PMayurbhanj, suffering from chronic kidney 

disease was admitted to DHH Balasore for check-up.

Upon consultation, the patient was referred to SCB, 

Cuttack for further treatment. Our helpdesk associate 

Mrutyunjay attended the patient and helped with 

required medical assistance at the hospital and later 

made required arrangements to shift the patient to 

SCB, Cuttack. He intimated our helpdesk associate at 

Cuttack and Santosh Das stationed at SCB attended the 

patient.  

Logistical arrangement made to shift the patient
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Major Interventions By Helpdesk Associates
Going the Extra Mile
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 month back, our helpdesk associate Baikuntha AMandal, stationed at SLNMCH, Koraput had 

attended a case, where the patient was suffering from 

prolonged pain in his spinal cord & was not able to 

walk properly, for which he was advised for hip 

replacement surgery. The surgery went successful and 

the patient was able to walk after years. This news was 

highlighted in the media and following that, another 

patient named Jagannatha Gadaba (28) reached the 

hospital with a hope of getting recovery from similar 

kind of ailment. 

Baikuntha attended the patient but he was diagnosed 

with neurological issues for which he was referred to 

AUGUST 2023

AIIMS for further treatment. The patient was not 

financially stable and upon knowing about this, 

B a i k u n t h a  h e l p e d  h i m  w i t h  t h e  r e q u i r e d 

documentation procedures to avail funds through the 

Chief Minister Relief fund and immediately in 

coordination with the concerned authority he 

provided a tricycle to the patient for his day to day 

mobility. Baikuntha also discussed with our helpdesk 

associate at AIIMS to look after the case once he gets 

admitted for the treatment.

EYE CHECKUP CAMP
BY ODISHA-MO PARIVAR

n eye check-up camp was organized under the Aaegis of Odisha Mo-Parivar in association with 

the Ambition Club at BDA Colony on 17th August 

2023. Around 80 persons in the locality availed this 

facility in which mainly cataract, black cataract, 

glaucoma and vision issues were examined by the 

team of LV Prasad Eye Institute. After the check-up, 

25 attendees were identified for surgery and 46 were 

identified requiring glasses.The beneficiaries for 

surgery will be visiting LV Prasad Eye Institute where 

they can avail the required facilities free of cost and 

the beneficiaries identified for glasses will be provided 

with the same as prescribed by the doctor. 2 

differently-abled people visited this camp. One of 

them was in need of a wheelchair and was provided 

with the same and another beneficiary was provided 

with a hearing aid.
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Donor  arranged by our helpdesk 
associate Biswo for the surgery of a 

patient at DHH Puri

Donor arranged by our helpdesk 
associate Alok for surgery of a 

patient at Capital Hospital

Donor arranged by our helpdesk 
associate Jyoti for a cancer patient 

at Capital Hospital

Donor arranged by our helpdesk 
associate Siba for an accident 

victim at SUM Hospital

Donor arranged for a blood cancer 
patient at AIIMS by Odisha Mo 

Parivar

Donor arranged for a CKD patient 
at Apollo hospital by Odisha Mo 

Parivar

Donor arranged for surgery of a 
patient at Apollo hospital by 

Odisha Mo Parivar

Tapas Sahu (Jai Odisha volunteer) 
donating blood for a dengue 
patient at Capital Hospital

Donor arranged by our helpdesk 
associate Jyoti for surgery of a 

patient at Capital Hospital

Donors arranged by our helpdesk associate Jyoti for a low hemoglobin 
patient at Capital Hospital

Providing Blood During Emergency
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JEEVAN BINDU BLOOD DONATION PROGRAMME
MAYURBHANJ
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PERFORMERS
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AUGUST 2023

1048 Units

Sri Ranjan Biswal

1785 Units

Sri Subash Maharana

1496 Units

Sri Kuna Bihari Das
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District wise Blood Collection (in units)

eing a major contributor to maintain a Bproper stock in all the blood banks, 

Odisha-Mo Parivar through its flagship 

program “Jeevan Bindu” organizes blood 

donation camps every month throughout the 

state. Taking the capacity of the blood banks, 

current stock of blood and requirement into 

consideration, a total of  units of blood 9460

were collected in the month of August.
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s we know blood provided in the nick of time saves precious lives. Keeping this in mind, Odisha-Mo AParivar has been using its digital platform “Dial/tweet a blood” to address blood cases in the fastest way 

possible. In the month of August, Odisha-Mo Parivar addressed 200 blood requests out of which 22 were rare 

blood cases.

Dial/Tweet a Blood

AUGUST 2023

Sl Name Age Help  Provided
Blood 
Group

Place

Swatapadma Mohapatra

Bijaylaxmi Behera

Kuni Jena 

Satyabhama Tripathy

Ganga Digal

Kalia Behera

Arun Bhuyan

Dinabandhu Pradhan

Sasmita Bhoi

Pramila Das 

Sakhyadeep Panda

Nabina Bhatrs

Damodar Behera 

 Vivekananda Panigrahi

Ramesh Chandra Das

Rajiv Sahu

Bidyadhara Nayak 

Shubrata Nayak

Jitendra Sahoo 

Anil Gouda

33 yrs

32 yrs

29 yrs

52 yrs

31 yrs

75 yrs

56 yrs

67 yrs

40 yrs

70 yrs

35 yrs

33 yrs

58 yrs

48 yrs

56 yrs

60 yrs

65 yrs

46 yrs

42 yrs

22 yrs

AB+

AB+

AB+

AB+

AB-

AB+

AB+

AB+

AB+

AB+

O-

AB+

A-

AB+

AB+

A-

O-

AB+

AB+

AB+

Puri

Berhampur

Bhadrak

Puri

Berhampur

Berhampur

Berhampur

Berhampur

Cuttack

Cuttack

Balasore

Nabarangpur

Kendrapara

Bhubaneswar

Bhubaneswar

Rourkela

Balasore

Cuttack

Cuttack

Ganjam

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Arranged 1 unit of blood

Arranged 1 unit of blood

Arranged 1 unit of blood

Arranged 1 unit of blood

Arranged 1 unit of blood

Arranged 1 unit of blood

Arranged 1 unit of blood

Arranged 1 unit of blood

Arranged 1 unit of blood

Arranged 1 unit of blood

Arranged 1 unit of blood

Arranged 1 unit of blood

Arranged 1 unit of blood

Arranged 1 unit of blood

Arranged 1 unit of blood

Arranged 1 unit of blood

Arranged 1 unit of blood

Arranged 1 unit of blood

Arranged 1 unit of blood

Arranged 1 unit of blood



AfterBefore

 He had not availed prosthetics before. Sri Rudra 

Samantaray, Joint secretary (Odisha-Mo Parivar) 

got to know about this case through social media 

and Kesab was guided to visit ARC, Capital 

Hospital for availing a prosthetic.

After receiving the prosthetic, Kesab expressed his 

gratitude to the Hon’ble Chief Minister and 

Odisha-Mo Parivar.

Kesab Nayak, a 32-year-old youth from 

Rayagada, was working in a machinery 

company in Kerala. While working, 

unfortunately, his right hand got stuck in the 

machine and he suffered severe injuries. Since his 

wounds didn’t heal, his hand was amputated.

1

AfterBefore

One of his friends was aware of the provision of 

prosthetics by Odisha-Mo Parivar and approached 

Sri Rudra Samantaray, Joint Secretary of Odisha-

Mo Parivar. 

Upon getting information, Abdul was guided to 

visit ARC, Capital Hospital for availing a prosthetic 

and after receiving the prosthetic, he expressed his 

gratitude to Odisha-Mo Parivar for standing by 

him during his time of need.

Abdul Ajit, a 31-year-old youth from 

Cuttack, used to work as a mechanic. In 

June 2022, while traveling on his bike, he 

was hit by a truck, which led to severe injuries on 

his left hand. He was under treatment for a long 

duration but despite the efforts of the doctors, his 

hand was unfortunately amputated since the 

injuries didn’t heal. 

2

Prosthetics Support By Odisha-Mo Parivar
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disha-Mo Parivar in association with Konark Cancer Foundation, assists cancer patients in logistical, Oemotional and financial aspects while helping them at Tata Memorial Hospital, Mumbai, once they are 

referred. 

Few of the patients like: Nilamani Deep suffering from colon cancer, Pankaj Parekh, suffering from larynx 

cancer and Yasmin Nigar Sultana suffering from breast cancer have been assisted with new registration, 

doctor’s consultation and required tests at Tata Memorial Hospital, Mumbai.

The volunteers of Konark Cancer Foundation stationed at TMH, Mumbai are maintaining regular follow-ups 

with the patients and providing required assistance at the hospital.

In the month of August, Odisha-Mo Parivar addressed a total of  36 cancer cases, out of which 15 cases were 

referred to Tata Memorial Hospital, Mumbai, where they are undergoing treatment and being assisted by the 

volunteers stationed at the hospital and 3 patients were helped in getting online second opinion.

ODISHA-MO PARIVAR'S CANCER CARE  INTERVENTIONS 

n order to value the efforts put in by the staff If o r  t h e  s m o o t h  f u n c t i o n i n g  o f  t h e 
organization they are being recognized as the 
“Employee of the Month”. Chitta Ranjan Mishra 
has been awarded the title for the month of 
August. He has always been responsible and 
proactive. He has played a vital role in 
c o o r d i n a t i n g  w i t h  t h e  J e e v a n  B i n d u 
coordinators to achieve the targeted blood 
collection every month and also in arranging 
donors in time of emergency for the needy 
patients. This month despite of his bad health, he 
geared up the process.

he helpdesk associates stationed at major Thospitals of the state are the frontline staffs 

of the organisation who play a major role to fulfil 

the vision of the organization by helping the 

needy people at the hospital. Apart from helping 

them with the required medical assistance, they 

stand by the patient and the family providing 

moral support during their difficult times. This 

month helpdesk associate Jyoti Ranjan 

Pradhan, stationed at Capital Hospital, 

Bhubaneswar has been awarded the title of 

“Associate of the Month”.

Jyoti Ranjan Pradhan
ASSOCIATE OF  THE MONTH

Chitta Ranjan Mishra
EMPLOYEE OF  THE MONTH
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Quality Interventions

07
Units of Blood Arranged

04
Donors Arranged



JEEVAN BINDU BLOOD DONATION CAMPS
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Ganjam Angul Cuttack

Balasore Bargarh Mayurbhanj

Keonjhar Dhenkanal Jajpur

Sambalpur Kendrapada Jharsuguda
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JEEVAN BINDU BLOOD DONATION CAMPS
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Bhadrak Balangir Malkangiri

Kalahandi Bhubaneswar Sundergarh

Deogarh Boudh Puri

Rourkela Sonepur Gajapati
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ODISHA-MO PARIVAR IN LEADING NEWSPAPERS
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ODISHA-MO PARIVAR IN SOCIAL MEDIA
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I had met with an accident and been to SLNMCH, 
Koraput for treatment. I would like to thank 

helpdesk associate Baikuntha who helped me during 
the emergency treatment at the hospital.

Sukei Gond
Koraput, 8018539945

I had been to DHH Bhawanipatna for a check-
up. I would like to thank Himanshu (helpdesk 

associate) who helped with the required assistance at 
the hospital and getting medicines from the counter.

Debaki Sunani
Bhwanipatana, 9348766738

I had taken my mother to AIIMS, Bhubaneswar 
for a check-up. I would like to thank helpdesk 

associate Somanath, who helped me throughout the 
process at the hospital.

Titu Behera
Bhubaneswar, 9776881932

My sister was admitted to SCB, Cuttack but 
unfortunately breathed her last during 
treatment. I would like to thank Sandeep who 

helped in making logistical arrangements to transfer 
the mortal remains from the hospital to our native 
place in Kalahandi.

Abhisekh Acharya
Dharmagarh,8249832350

I was detected with stomach cancer and was 
referred to Mahatma Gandhi Cancer Hospital, 

Visakhapatnam for treatment. I would like to thank 
Prakash who helped me with required assistance at 
the hospital and the documentation process for 
treatment under the BSKY scheme.

Kumari Naik
Berhampur,9938209692

I had taken my relative to Capital Hospital for 
leg surgery and there was a need for blood. I 

would like to thank Alok (Helpdesk associate) for 
arranging a unit of blood required during the surgery.

Piyush Singh
Bhubaneswar,9348059476

My brother was admitted to MKCG Berhampur 
and there was an urgent need for rare AB+ve 

blood. I would thank Girija (Helpdesk associate) who 
arranged a unit of blood and helped with required 
medical assistance at the hospital.

Bulu Behera
Berhampur, 9861386636

I had taken my father to an eye check-up camp 
which was organized by Odisha-Mo Parivar. I 

would like to thank the organization for organizing 
such camps and helping the needy.

Suresh Patra
Bhubaneswar,9124105483

I had been to PRMMCH, Baripada suffering 
from joint pain. I would like to thank Subham 

(helpdesk associate) who helped me at the hospital for 
getting a consultation, required tests and medicines 
from the counter.

Jamuna Mohanta
Mayurbhanj, 7847828612

I had met with an accident leading to severe 
injuries on my leg. Unfortunately, my leg was 

amputated and I was in need of a prosthetic. I would 
like thank Odisha - Mo Parivar and its helpdesk 
associate Jyoti for assisting me in availing a prosthetic 
at ARC Capital Hospital.

Pabitra Das
Bhubaneswar,9692787601

Feedback
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ODISHA-MO PARIVAR INITIATIVES

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

ProstheticsEye Camp

Sradha Suchismitha
7978260364

Organ Donation

Manasi Ray
9078151969

Environment

Barsa Routray
8260112415

Helping Differently
abled Children

Manasi Ray
9078151969

Sradha Suchismita
7978260364

Vocational Guidance 
& Career Counselling

Barsa Routray
8260112415

Barsa Routray
8260112415

Sradha Suchismitha
7978260364

Sradha Suchismitha
7978260364

To provide advice and 
support to aspiring 

candidates in regards to 
occupational opportunities.

To facilitate differently-
abled children in the age 
of 3-14 years for getting 

treatment at SIEP

Plantation of trees and 
waste management 

To organise organ donation 
camp in collaboration with 
NOTTO (National Organ & 

Tissue Transplant 
Organization)

Odisha-Mo Parivar will 
facilitate in providing 
prosthetics to needy 

patients

To conduct eye checkup 
camp and help in getting free 
surgery for cataract patients
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Helplines- 8917400700, 8917400701
Odisha-Mo Parivar, 11, Choudhury Complex, Bapuji Nagar, Bhubaneswar  

Health Care

Helping the BSKY entitled  
patients to get the 

treatment in coordination 
with the empanelled 

hospitals and
sorting technical issues.

Manasi Ray
9078151969

Subrat Patika
9937699051

BSKY

Manasi Ray
9078151969

Manasi Ray
9078151969

Manasi Ray
9078151969

SCB Medical, Cuttack

Sandeep Rath - 9778774777

Santosh Kumar Das - 9861708725

Capital Hospital, Bhubaneswar

Alok Ranjan Sahoo - 8114822085

Jyotiranjan Pradhan- 9861306096

SUM Hospital, Bhubaneswar

Siba Prasad Rout - 7978736431

AIIMS, Bhubaneswar

Somanath Swain - 7205743557

Hi-Tech Medical, Bhubaneswar

Bikasha Behera - 6371963897

D.H.H. Bhawanipatna

Rosalin Panda - 77490 30470

Himansu Naik - 9178721197

S.L.N.M.C.H., Koraput

Baikuntha Mandal - 87637 30587

MKCG, Berhampur

Girija Shankar Satpathy-9776878483

VIMSAR, Burla

Dhirendra Suna- 8018761060

Narendra Suna- 9337959634

D.H.H, Puri

Biswo Bhushan Mohanty- 9337600775

Visakhapatnam

Prakash Behera-9701994868

F.M.M.C.H., Balasore

Mrutyunjay Maharana-7978562365

P.R.M.M.C.H., Baripada

Subham Bhatta -8917361545

Attending to various 
problems of people 

through social media

Manaswini Dash
8917400700

Twitter Help
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